COMBAT APATHY, INCREASE INTRINSIC MOTIVATION, AND MEET STUDENTS WHERE THEY’RE AT: DIFFERENTIATED LEARNING USING CANVAS MASTERYPATHS

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 11, 2020 - 8:00 AM TO 8:45 AM
Zoom Room 3

Use Canvas? You need MasteryPaths to make your course learner-centered, energizing, and personalized! Experience three differentiated learning paths that take you step-by-step through activities that allow you to imagine the possibilities in your own course, and then have access to videos that walk you through the details.

Here’s what you need to know about the session:

✓ There will be a Zoom presentation to demonstrate the examples
✓ Participants will choose a group pathway through Zoom poll questions
✓ You can have your own tab or window open in the Canvas classroom to experiment individually
✓ Videos and other resources are shared at end of session, inside the course
✓ You will have access to this course for at least one year
✓ Consider enrolling in the Canvas course BEFORE the session (follow directions below)

To elaborate on the above, there are two options for experiencing this express workshop:

♦ Through Zoom, participants will be guided through the MasteryPath experience with the Canvas course room. Zoom polls will be used to vote on the path the session participants will experience together.
♦ Participants may also choose to individually navigate the course at the same time within a different window or on an alternate device, choosing their own pathways and asking questions as they come up.

To self-enroll in this course (and you can do this early!), you will need to follow these instructions:

 o This course has enabled open enrollment. You can self-enroll in the course here: URL: https://canvas.instructure.com/enroll/MXGNEY.
 o Alternatively, you can sign up at https://canvas.instructure.com/register and use the following join code: MXGNEY